MobiLytix™ Banking
Customer Value Management
Advanced Machine Learning-driven Customer Value
Management for Banking, Financial Services and Insurance

In an increasingly digital world, the Banking, Financial Services
and Insurance (BFSI) sector faces multiple challenges
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In this context, the bottom-line is offering personalized services in
time, on time and at the right time

Mobilytix ™ Banking Customer Value Management
Supporting the BFSI sector, MobiLytixTM is a machine learning-driven
real time marketing platform

Key Features
Enables revenue
growth by monetizing
micro moments of
customer interaction

Utilizes predictive
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personalized
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engagement

Benefits
Real Time Platform
Real time event detectors to identify events and
trigger launch of marketing campaigns
Real time sub-second decisioning
Comprehensive workflow management to
manage the customer engagement
Insightful visualization and reporting

AI at Scale Platform*
Enables faster Data Monetization
Improved business gains through self-learning models
Accelerated model building processing by 10x
Reduction in time and cost of modelling due to
Automation at Scale
Combines historical and real time data to derive
superior insights in real time
*Powered by Number Theory
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Retain and engage customers to
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Comviva is the global leader of mobility solutions catering to The Business of Tomorrows. The company is a subsidiary of Tech Mahindra and a part of the $19 billion
Mahindra Group. Its extensive portfolio of solutions spans digital financial services, customer value management, messaging and broadband solution and digital lifestyle
services and managed VAS services. It enables service providers to enhance customer experience, rationalize costs and accelerate revenue growth. Comviva’s solutions
are deployed by over 130 mobile service providers and financial institutions in over 95 countries and enrich the lives of over two billion people to deliver a better future.
For more information, please visit www.mahindracomviva.com
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